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Launch Out Conferences Build a Community of Dreamers
Artists and entrepreneurs launch their dreams at 2017 conference.
TULSA, Okla. (June 21, 2017) – In July, for the fourth year, artists, entrepreneurs and other
dreamers will gather for a conference experience designed to build a community
supporting one another’s dreams. It’s called the Launch Out Conference.
After beginning in Tulsa in 2014, the Launch Out Conference was hosted in Nashville,
Atlanta, and St. Louis, before returning in 2017 to Tulsa and will be hosted at the Oklahoma
Jazz Hall of Fame. Launch Out conferences seek to inspire aspiring people who have diverse
goals, from the runner to the blogger to the business owner. Many of these dreamers have a
big goal, but lack the community support they need to get there. That’s where Launch Out
comes in.
“Whatever stage of the journey you are in, you’re going to be surrounded by people
supporting you and encouraging your dreams,” said founder Randy Langley. “Most people
don’t have a community like that to support them and help them move forward. That’s
what makes this conference unique.”
Randy Langley created the inaugural Launch Out conference in Tulsa in 2014, as a way of
connecting dreamers with peers on the same journey. In 2015 the conference tripled in
attendance and moved to Nashville, Tennessee. For 2016, Launch Out continued to grow
with two conferences in two cities.
Unlike other conferences, Launch Out isn’t confined to a certain discipline (say graphic
design, health and wellness, or small business), but rather invites all dreamers to share
their experiences and learn from one another.
In fact, the speakers at the events aren’t the usual big-name experts or famous influencers.
Instead, Launch Out features presentations chosen from conference attendees—that’s
right, regular people with a story to share. Some have previous speaking experience; some
are launching as a public speaker. But all are striving toward a dream and sharing their
knowledge and experience, both from the main stage and in the workshops.

“We don’t fly in and out big-name speakers who hide in a green room,” Langley said. “All of
the presenters are part of the conference experience. They’re real people. And because of
that community is created.”
Previous conferences featured topics like “Your Current Job is Your Launch Pad,” “What
Can You Not NOT Do?” and “Stay the Course: How to Maintain Momentum After Launching
Out.”
To apply to be a speaker, candidates must first register for the corresponding event.
Speaking applications for the Tulsa event are closed and selections have been made.
Each event will have a marketplace where attendees can sell their products; a marketplace
table can be purchased with registration for an additional fee. For those interested in
promoting their business, sponsorship opportunities are also available.
The 2017 conference will be at the Oklahoma Jazz Hall of Fame on July 21-22. The arly
registration rate is only $109 (limited quantity). General registration is $139.
Past conference attendees have praised the event for connecting them with fellow
dreamers who not only encourage one another, but also hold one another accountable for
achieving their goals.
“The Launch Out Conference changes lives,” said brand manager and literary agent Mike
Loomis. “It changed me. The people, on stage and off, challenge and encourage like no other
event I’ve attended.”
For more details or to register for Launch Out, go to www.launchout.com and click “Live
Events.” Registration size is limited to keep the community close-knit and allow for true
connections to be made.
About Launch Out
The Launch Out movement is a community of people who are chasing their dreams and
supporting each other along the journey. Read more at LaunchOut.com. Follow Launch Out
at Facebook.com/LaunchOutPage and Twitter.com/LaunchOut_.

